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Surface-Induced Dissociation from
a Liquid Surface
T. Pradeep, S. A. Miller, and R. G. Cooks
Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA

Mass-selected projectile ions in the tens of electronvolt energy range undergo surfaceinduced dissociation upon collision with a liquid perfluorinated polyether (PFPE) surface.
The efficiency of translational-to-vibrational (T-V) energy transfer is similar to that observed
for a fluorinated self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surface. The thermometer ion W(CO)t"
was used to determine an average T-V conversion efficiency of 18% in the collision energy
range of 30-50 eV. The surface can be bombarded for several hours without displaying any
change in the scattered ion products. Ion-surface reactions occur with some projectiles and
are analogous to those seen with the fluorinated SAM surface. For example, W F ~
(m = 1-5)
and W ( C O ) n F ~
(n = 1-2, m = 1-2) are generated upon collisions of W(CO)t" with the PFPE
liquid surface. The ion-surface reactions observed suggest that F atoms and/or CF3 groups
are accessible for reaction while the oxygen atoms lie below the outermost surface "layer.
Chemical sputtering of the liquid surface also occurs and yields common fluorocarbon
fragment ions, including CFt, C 2 F5+, and C 3 F; and the oxygenated product CFO+. The
liquid surface is remarkably free of hydrocarbon impurities. Collisions of the pyrazine and
benzene molecular ions, both probes for hydrocarbon impurities, resulted in very little
protonated pyrazine or protonated benzene. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1993, 4, 769~3)

P

Olyatom ic ion-surface collisions are a topic of
growing interest in mass spectrometry [1-4].
Several types of processes occur, among which
are inelastic collisions. A fraction of the translational
energy of the projectile ion is converted into internal
energy in an inelastic collision. The excess internal
energy acquired by the scattered ion may then cause it
to dissociate, a process known as surface-induced dissociation (SID; see eq 1, where S = surface, A =
adsorbate, m]'" = projectile ion, mi = fragment ion,
m3 ~ neutral fragment).

(1)
This allows a surface to be used in tandem mass
spectrometry (MS /MS) experiments instead of a target
gas to cause collisional activation of a mass-analyzed
ion beam. There are several potential advantages of
SID [1] over the conventional gas-phase collisionactivated dissociation experiment: (1) the number of
collisions is defined, (2) conversion of translational-tovibrational (T-V) energy is efficient, allowing a large
internal energy deposition, and (3) the distribution of
internal energies is relatively narrow. Interest in these
features has led to the implementation of SID on a
number of different types of mass spectrometers [5-10].
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Most of these experiments use low collision energies
100 eV) and large scattering angles, but in other
cases higher energy ions (often in the kiloelectronvolt
range) undergo grazing incidence [6, 11-13] with surfaces.
It is known that the nature of the surface affects the
type and abundance of the scattered ions [1, 3, 14]. In
part, this is due to differences in the efficiency of
conversion of energy associated with different target
surfaces [15-17]. Different surfaces also result in different ion-surface reactions (eq 2), give different chemical sputtering products (eq 3), and produce projectile
ion neutralization (eq 4) to different extents. Each of
these processes may accompany the inelastic scattering
channel which leads to SID. Differences in the degree
to which
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different surfaces cause neutralization of the projectile
beam have a large effect on the total abundance of
scattered ions, and hence on the efficiency of SID.
Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces were introduced recently for SID as well-characterized, readily
available, and easily cleaned surfaces [17, 18). They are
especially valuable for fundamental studies because
they are flat, uniform in composition, and have welldefined chemical characteristics. However, ion-surface
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reactions (if not SID) are intrinsically destructive of the
surface, and it is important that the total ion dose the
surface is exposed to be limited to minimize changes
in the surface during the course of an experiment [19].
Distinctions are commonly drawn between static
and dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS),
based on the total ion dose incident on the target
surface [20]. In static SIMS, the dose is kept low enough
that, to a good approximation, virgin surface is always
sampled. This precludes the use of high ion currents
and while satisfactory for surface science experiments,
it limits applications of SIMS in the characterization of
nonvolatile and thermally labile compounds. This limitation in ion dose was effectively eliminated by Barber
et al. [21] who introduced the use of liquid matrices for
the study of these types of compounds. It is possible to
draw an analogy between static SIMS experiments,
carried out in the kiloelectronvolt range and involving
momentum transfer sputtering collisions to release analytes from the condensed phase, and static SID experiments, involving a much smaller perpendicular component of ion velocity normal to the surface and leading to the collection of the inelastically scattered ion, or
its fragmentation or reaction products. Just as the use
of liquid surfaces in SIMS [originally in the form of the
closely related fast-atom bombardment (FAB) method]
lifted the limitation on total ion flux, so it is possible
that the use of a liquid surface in SID might have
corresponding advantages. Additional advantages are
also expected of an appropriate material, including the
renewal of the outermost surface as a consequence of
the mobility of the liquid, and the fact that the liquid
surface will be molecularly flat, an important advantage over ordinary solid surfaces in studies on the
dynamics of SID and related processes.
A number of investigators have previously published studies on the mass spectra of perfluoropolyethers [22-24]. In addition, Nathanson and
coworkers [25] recently reported the scattering of rare
gases from a commercially available liquid perfluorinated polyether (PFPE) with a vapor pressure of 3 X
10- 10 torr. We report experiments in which a film of
this material is used as a surface for SID.

Experimental
The BEEQ instrument used in these experiments has
been described previously [26]. It employs a double
focusing mass spectrometer to select an ion beam, and
deceleration optics to deliver this beam to the surface
with a known collision energy at specified incident
and scattering angles. The scattered ions are filtered in
terms of kinetic energy by using an electric sector and
mass analyzed by using a quadrupole mass filter. The
incident angle relative to the surface normal and scattering angle relative to the incident beam were set at
approximately 55° and 90°, respectively. The base pressure of the system was 1 X 10- 8 torr during the present set of experiments.
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The PFPE (trade name Krytox 1625, CAS number
60164-51-4), of chern ical com position
F[CF(CF3)CF20]27(avejCF2CF3' was obtained from Du
Pont (Wilmington, DE). The liquid is very viscous,
with a specific gravity 1.86-1.91 at 24°C [27] and was
used as received. The sample was allowed to sheet
across a stainless steel planchet of 16.5 mm diameter
and gravimetric measurements were used to estimate
its thickness as 8 /-Lm. This corresponds to 3300 monolayers, assuming a 24 A average dimension for the
PFPE molecule. The surface did not show any charging, even at a high ion flux ( - 1 nA/mm2). Degassing
from the liquid was not significant and the pressure in
the collision chamber was constant throughout the
experiment.
The fluorinated SAM surface was supplied by Professor Chris Chidsey, Stanford University, and was
prepared as described elsewhere [28].

Results and Discussion
This investigation covers several properties of the liquid surface as a target in ion-surface collisions. These
are (1) T-V energy transfer. This was expected to be
similar to the approximately 19% conversion [16] observed in the case of the fluorinated thioalkane SAM
surface, given the chemical similarity of the surfaces.
(2) The ion scattering efficiency, that is the total number of scattered ions of all types measured as a fraction
of the number of incoming ions. Note that absolute
methods of measuring this efficiency are not available
but comparative data taken under identical conditions
allow an approximate measure of the effects of the
different surfaces. (3) The occurrence of ion-surface
reactions and of chemical sputtering. Similarities to the
processes observed for the fluorinated SAM surface
were sought. (4) Finally, it was of interest to determine
if the surface could be subjected to high ion fluxes for
long periods without significant changes in the scattered ion spectra as the analogy drawn in the Introduction between dynamic and static SIMS/FAB might
lead one to expect. In addition, practical issues concerning the purity of the liquid surface, especially the
degree to which it is contaminated by adventitious
hydrocarbons, were addressed.
In these studies, a number of different projectiles
were used. They included: (1) benzene radical cations,
used to qualitatively compare the internal energy deposition from the PFPE liquid surface and the fluorinated SAM surfaces, (2) W(CO): ions, used to estimate the distribution of internal energies deposited in
the inelastically scattered projectile ion, (3) Xe ': ions,
used to study the surface composition by chemical
sputtering, (4) tungsten radical cations, used to seek
ion-surface reactions, (5) pyrazine radical cations, used
to test for the presence of adventitious hydrocarbons,
and (6) Cr(CO)t beams, used to test the effects of
bombardment with high fluxes for extended periods.
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SID product spectra for benzene radical cation (m/z
78) projectiles were used to qualitatively compare the
internal energy deposition upon collision at the PFPE
liquid surface versus a fluorinated SAM surface. The
30 eV product spectrum for the PFPE liquid surface
gave the following characteristic peaks and approximate relative abundances: m r z 52 (100%), m/z 39
(55%), m/z 51 (50%), m/z 50 (35%), m/z 63 (15%),
m r z 77 (10%), m/z 78 (10%), mjz 27 (10%), m/z 28
(10%), rnjz 29 (10%), while all other fragment ions
were of less than < 5% relative abundance. The fluorinated surface, under the same conditions, gave approximate relative abundance of rnjz 52 (100%), rnjz
39 (80%), mjz 51 (70%), m r z 50 (40%), mjz 63 (20%),
m/z 77 (15%), mjz 78 (15%), mjz 27 (10%), m/z 28
(10%), and mjz 29 (10%). The similarity in the spectra
suggests a strong similarity in internal energy deposition for the two surfaces studied. This prompted a
closer look at the T-V energy conversion efficiency of
the PFPE liquid surface.
The thermometer ion W(CO)t" was used to estimate
the T-V conversion efficiency upon collisions with the
liquid PFPE surface. Figure 1 shows the SID spectrum
of W(CO\t recorded at 30 eV collision energy. Formation of the base peak, W(CO)t" requires that the impacting projectile acquire at least 6.3 eV of internal
energy [29]. The SID spectrum can be analyzed to yield
the approximate distribution of internal energies [15]
and when this is done, the weighted average of the
distribution is found to be 5.5 eV with a full width-half
maximum of 4.4 eV. Using the weighted average, the
conversion of T-V energy is found to be 18% at this
collision energy, for the given incident and scattering
angles. This value agrees well with values derived
using the same method for the fluorinated SAM surface, where T-V conversion efficiencies of 19% are
recorded under similar conditions [16]. When the collision energy is raised, there is a corresponding increase
in the degree of fragmentation, indicating an increase
in internal energy deposition. On the other hand, the
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Figure 1. The SID mass spectrum of W(CO>t' at a collision
energy of 30 eV for an 8 I-'ffi thick PFPE surface supported on a
stainless steel planchet. incident and scattering angles were 55°
and 90°, respectively. The ion current was 0.15 nA at the surface.
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estimated T-V efficiency decreases being 18% at 50 eV,
16% at 70 eV, and 12% at 90 eV. The values at the
higher energies are less precise because ions due to
chemical sputtering begin to make a considerable contribution to the spectrum. For example, the 90 eV
spectrum of W(CO)6'"' on the PFPE surface shows mjz
69, CFt, as the base peak and other significant sputtering peaks are C 2Fs+ mjz 119 (50%), C 3Fi' rnjz 169
(25%), while CF+, CFO+, CF{~
C 2F;, CZF4+~
C 3Fs+, and
C 3Ft ions are present at low ( < 10%) abundance.
The chemical sputtering process could be studied
more easily by scattering Xe+. ions from the surface,
and when this was done at 90 eV, significant sputtering peaks were CF3+ m r z 69 (100%), CF+ m /» 31
(50%), C 2FS'" m/z 119 (30%), CzF/' mjz 100 (25%),
C 3Fi' m rz 169 (20%) with other ions of < 5% relative
abundance. The Xe + sputtering spectrum displays
close similarities to the sputtering spectrum of the
fluorinated SAM surface.
At collision energies above 30 eV, the scattered ions
resulting from W(CO)t" impact included products of
ion-surface reactions (eq 2). These were of the general
formulae,
(m = 1-5) and W(CO)nF: (n = 1-2,
m = 1-2). The reaction products, WF: (m = 1-5),
were also observed when the isotopic W+ ion beams
(m/z 184 and 186) were used as projectiles. The products also contained combinations of WF: ions with
CF z and CF3 fragments, although in small « 5%)
relative abundances.
While it is more difficult to quantify the efficiency of
a surface with respect to total scattered ion current
than to quantify energy transfer efficiency, a relative
efficiency was estimated by using the data in Figure 1
and an analogous spectrum from the fluorinated SAM
surface. The SID spectrum recorded using the PFPE
liquid surface gave approximately five times greater
scattered ion current compared to that observed from
the fluorinated SAM surface under identical conditions.
Adventitious hydrocarbon impurities can have a
significant affect on the appearance of SID'spectra, and
their possible presence on the liquid surface was investigated by recording the spectrum of pyrazine molecular ion at 30 eV collision energy. Like other heteroaromatic ions, this ion has a great propensity to abstract
available hydrogen atoms from molecules present at
surfaces [1]. However, the spectrum of the fluorinated
liquid showed virtually no hydrogen atom abstraction.
Even the relatively clean fluorinated SAM surface
shows a much more abundant (M + H)+ ion (typical
values for the fluorinated SAM surfaces which have
been in use for some time are approximately [M +
H]+ /M+= 0.2). The test for adventitious hydrocarbons
was repeated after bombardment of both surfaces for 6
hours with Cr(CO)t· ions with a primary ion current
of approximately 1 nA. Following the bombardment,
the (M + H)+ ion was still absent from the PFPE
liquid surface but present in the same relative abundance for the fluorinated SAM surface (Figure 2). The
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Figure 2. (a) Scattered ions (partial spectrum) recorded when
pyrazine molecular ions (m/z 80) impact upon a PFPE liquid
surface after 6 hours of bombardment by a 1 nA beam of
Cr(CO)t'. Note the (M + H)+ ion abundance. (b) The same
spectrum for a fluorinated SAM surface recorded under identical
conditions.

surface composition following prolonged bombardment of CI(CO)t" was further investigated by Xe": ion
sputtering at 90 eV, and no change in the product
spectrum was observed. Again, hydrocarbon peaks
were absent for the PFPE liquid surface; however, for a
typical fluorinated SAM surface, hydrocarbon peaks
are still seen.

Conclusions
Several general conclusions follow from this study.
First, the need for readily available, higher performance surfaces for SID has at least partly been met. In
spite of the attractive features of SID, as listed in the
Introduction, the bulk of the work using this technique
has been done with surfaces which result in extensive
ion beam loss by neutralization as well as lower than
optimal T-V conversion energy. Some of these problems were alleviated with the introduction of SAM
surfaces. However, the preparation of these surfaces,
especially those which are chemically derivatized, is
not straightforward, and the fact that they consist of
chains a single monolayer in length necessarily makes
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them somewhat fragile. The use of liquid surfaces, as
introduced in this article, makes it possible to prepare
stable, well-defined surfaces by simply coating a substrate.
The PFPE liquid surface has potential applications
as a SID target in the study of biological molecules.
Advantages over other common SID targets include its
ease of preparation, large T-V conversion efficiency,
lack of impurities, and restriction of sputtering peaks
to low mass « mr z 169). Furthermore, the PFPE surfaces can be exposed to high ion fluxes without detectable changes in the spectra. Thin liquid films of
PFPE do not charge up and have very similar kinematic properties to the fluorinated SAM surfaces. They
also show similar ion-surface reactions. In several
respects, further improvements in the properties of
liquid surfaces are desirable-the degree of neutralization and the extent of ion-surface reactions are two
characteristics in which alternative liquid materials
might show even better performance.
In addition to the consequences of the present results for the practice of SID, there are implications for
fundamental aspects of ion-surface collisions. First,
the fact that these thick liquid films gave similar spectra to those seen for the monolayer fluorinated SAM
surfaces suggests that neutralization does not occur by
direct tunneling from the substrate. Secondly, the T-V
conversion efficiency is controlled by the chemical nature of the outermost layer of surface and not by the
structure of the interfacial material. Thus, the greater
rigidity of the fluorinated alkyl chains of the fluorinated SAM surface is not the reason why these surfaces show greater T-V conversion than the corresponding hydrogenated SAM surfaces. The reason may
lie in the effective mass of the collision partner, made
up of a small number of C and F atoms. The energy
transfer to the projectile will depend on the ratio of the
mass of the ion to the effective mass of the surface;
larger energy transfer is possible with the larger effective mass of the fluorinated surfaces, whether a liquid
or in the form of a SAM. In addition, the shape of the
repulsive potential energy surface will affect the energy transfer efficiency. Third, there is some evidence
that these ion-surface collisions involve only direct
inelastic scattering. If projectile ion trapping, an alternative process, made a significant contribution, the
surface might accumulate a significant number of projectile ions during prolonged bombardment and the
trapped species should have been detected through
Xe +. sputtering.
The present experiments appear to be a way to
provide new insights into liquid surface structure [30].
The virtual absence of H' atom pick-up in the pyrazine
experiment suggests that there are no hydrogen atom
(or hydrogen-containing molecule) adsorption sites
available on the liquid surface. This, together with the
Xe + sputtering data, suggests that the oxygen atoms
are buried below the topmost surface of the liquid. The
fact that ion-surface reactions result exclusively in
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fluorine pick-up products also suggests that only F
atoms and/or CF 3 groups protrude from the outermost layer of the surface [30], consistent with the rare
gas scattering results of Nathanson and coworkers
[25]. Measurements of the angular dependence of sputtering and SID at the liquid surface are also providing
information on the structure of the liquid surface [30].
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